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Hi I'm Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz video. Today, I 
want to talk to you about the most important thing, THE ONE THING TO 
DO IN YOUR BUSINESS. 
Normally, I give you three tips in my business videos but today I want to 
identify with you the one thing in your business that will bring you the 
most impact, the thing that will get you income, get you new clients 
the easiest in the shortest possible time.  
 
 
Now, what I see with my one-on-one coaching clients when they first come 
and engage me as their coach or come along to my events is that they're 
spending a lot of time on things that are very difficult to attract clients or 
you have very little ratio of people saying yes.  
I see business owners spending 18 months and more on a website 
thinking that the color and the font is going to make a massive impact in 
their business but in fact we know the best way to get clients into our 
business, well, the easiest way, one of the easiest ways is by 
REFERRAL.  
 
If you're getting a REFERRAL to someone, the likelihood of them going 
and looking at your website is very low.  
 
So, what I do with my coaching clients and people who come to my events 
is work with them to identify the one area in the business where you can 
easily attract clients, I'm talking high-paying clients into your business and 
most of the time it's around talking to people getting referrals working 
with strategic alliances, hanging out where your ideal clients hang out 
not building a website.  
 
Now, I'm not saying a website's not an important part of the business but 
it's not the easiest way to get a massive influx into your business in the 
next 30 days.  
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If you want to know where you need to spend your time, what is that one 

thing, come along to my Ideal Week Webinar where we are going 
to be building your ideal week and implementing strategies so you're 
spending time in the most valuable areas so you'll have an influx of income 
influx of clients immediately into your business.  
The link’s here: 
 
https://idealweekwebinar.eventbrite.com.au/ 
 

It's my Ideal Week Webinar. Book in early because it's a limited 
number, because it's a very hands-on webinar. Make sure you get 
registered very early.  
 
So then, my one thing, IDENTIFY THE ONE THING IN YOUR BUSINESS 
THAT IS GOING TO BRING YOU THE MOST IMPACT. 
 
I'm so excited to help you with this at my webinar.  
 
If this video is of value to you or you may think of someone that may want 

to come along to my Ideal Week Webinar, share it with them whether 
it's family, friends or colleagues because I want to help as many people 
as I can and I'd love your help to do that. 

I'm Sharon Jurd and we'll talk soon. 
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